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It is with great pleasure that I present you VANI’s annual

report for the year 2015-16. During this period there

have been several seminal moments that have pushed

for VANI’s interventions in various facets of the voluntary

sector. The innumerable regulatory challenges and the

continued struggle for articulating civic voices have made

VANI a potent platform for voluntary organizations to

converge under its canopy for sectoral strengthening,

advocacy and campaigning. The voluntary sector has been

the vanguard of various social endeavours to contribute

greatly to society so that common people can utilize the

fruits of democratic entitlements. As is prevalent- while

such struggles are built to ameliorate the condition of the

downtrodden and the have –not’s of society, it is a paradox that several laws and regulations

impede their progress and seek to scuttle their involvement. Voluntary Organizations function in

different modalities and have been the last mile agencies to provide support to the government

where state outreach is absent or marginal. Such is the contradiction that while constructive

partnership of voluntary organizations is being sought by the Government there are parallel

attempts to bring them under the watchful eye of the state machinery. The burgeoning foreign

funding rules and the implications of several measures that pose hindrances in the line of activity

of organizations, paint a bleak picture for the environment of the voluntary sector. While

relaxations have glided in and out- a sizeable regulatory mitigation for the sector remains

pending. VANI as the umbrella body for voluntary organizations has reasoned with the

government through its advocacy channels and achieved considerable success for moderating

these legal impediments. It has been actively initiating for change in discriminatory laws by

providing strenuous research that meticulously presents the perspective of the voluntary sector.

Just to quote an example when the draft to the FCRA was presented for comments, all

recommendations from VANI were accepted. VANI’s role is not only focused on advocacy but

exploring linkages of grass root organizations with the international discourse on development

cooperation with respect to India. This is a new paradigm in the history of voluntary sector where

such three-tier mutual interaction with Civil Society, Government and International Organizations

is constructed to develop new methodologies and practices to promote a nuanced approach to

development professionalism. Its commitment to train and build capacity of small grass root

organizations through state level workshops is commendable in ensuring spreading of knowledge

within the deepest pockets of the country where there is visible sign of civil society action. VANI

is poised to take up challenges and issues that the sector confers on its shoulders while finding

newer areas of civil society participation. At the end I wish VANI and its members the very best

for its future endeavours as we move towards a greater role in being the voice of the voluntary

sector. 

Regards

Mathew Cherian
Chairperson, VANI
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Foreword



The challenges for the voluntary sector in 2015-16 have
been on an increasing plane. The sector was once again
ready to witness newer phases of adaptation to regulatory

laws and fiscal environments that has been in a constant flux
mode. This was exemplary of the amendment to the FCRA that
saw the whole process of manual submission transferred to an
online platform. Co-jointly moving with the FCRA online
processes was the approaching date of renewal for FCRA
certificates that required organizations to re-license themselves.
Such changes in the laws have been part of an ongoing process
to regulate the Indian voluntary sector and provide adequate
monitoring mechanisms for their respective activities.  

The preamble of VANI has been to carve a niched space for voluntary organizations in the socio-
economic framework of the nation by acting as a catalyst between government and the voluntary
sector. Several organizations have been passionately pursuing their roles as change-makers and
have massive contribution in producing an alternative paradigm for development. However it is
observed that voluntary organizations are besot with a host of normative regulations that
circumscribe their proactivity and throttle the fruition of their labours. To fill in this the deficit,
VANI as an institution seeks to plug this gap through its advocacy initiatives and creates a distinct
hotline for appeals and petitions that are in the interest of the sector. The pressing need other
than regulatory law challenges is also the search for resources for organizations. Many brethren
organizations are facing a crunch in their finances owing to the sudden evaporation of their
traditional donors. Subsequent to this there has been the emergence of new donors such as
corporates and foundations that are ill-equipped to handle their projects and require support
from voluntary organizations. As a noveau model VANI is trying to bring these two parties to
the table so as to establish a pro bono relationship and to our success grass root organizations
are being enabled in methodologies that will cater to their CSR resource building. The issues
around governance and accountability are gaining a footing in the discourse around the sector’s
credibility and in this direction VANI prudently produced ‘Self-Certification’ mechanisms that
account for the sector’s conduct while uniformly subsuming other declarations that come with
cost values as well as are monetarily unfeasible for grass root organizations. In addition VANI
has been instrumental in creating regional hubs for data gathering purposes of various resource
material and annual reports of members and non-members that serve as a data bank for
corporates and the government. The aim of these hubs is also in strengthening state level
chapters to prepare for a jettison in order to be a bolstered voice of the voluntary sector at the
regional level. The strides in international cooperation were visible when VANI conducted the
Civil Society dialogue for the India-Africa Summit as a response to the official multilateral
meeting. This is an ongoing effort to ascertain the equations India’s development cooperation
with other countries by searching the locus standi of civil society in this narrative. VANI has also
been involved in allaying the fears of our organizations through dedicated FCRA Renewal Clinics
pan-India etc that have received tremendous applause for clarifying the sequences from the
inception to the submission stage. At the end it is with the support of our members that VANI
has been able to conduct these activities and be a national platform for voicing their respective
concerns. I am grateful to VANI’s board members who have been pillars of wisdom and guidance
for our policies and programs. I would also like to thank our donors who have been supporting
our endeavours-Bread for the World, Heinrich Boll Foundation, Christian Aid, Action Aid, IBON
and the staff of VANI who have dedicatedly worked in making this year successful. I wish our
readers the very best and implore you to join us in solidarity for creating the voluntary sector’s
imprint in our nation through the efforts of VANI.

Harsh Jaitli, Chief Executive Officer, VANI
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Introduction 

As a national platform VANI
continuously strives to create space
where Indian voluntary organizations

can raise their collective voice on issues
which have direct bearing on them. It has
been analyzing various aspects that may
progress or regress the sector. Be it enabling
environment, FCRA, Tax issues, CSR funding,
VANI has been deliberating with key
stakeholders to pursue important concerns
which will only substantiate the sustenance of
the sector. VANI has implemented new CSR
chapters, where a few organizations are
selected to hand hold them for CSR projects.
The last few months also saw the FCRA going
online leaving many grass root organization
gasping for technical support, compounded
by a budgetary amendment which will
sanction the legally acceptance of foreign
resources by the political parties. 

The year 2015 was a definitive year as all
major development actors came together to
chart a new course for development through
the Sustainable Development Goals,
Financing for the Post 2015 Development
Agenda and International negotiations on
climate change. Therefore the Indian
voluntary organizations, especially those
working at the grassroots need to be included
as stakeholders in these conversations.

Internationally VANI has been transmitting
the voice of the Indian organizations to
platforms where it occupies a unique position
such as IFP, CIVICUS/AGNA, Asia Democracy
Network and Asian Development Alliance. It

is a deliberate attempt of VANI to play the
convening role in the SDG implementation in
India. It is our concern to support in
capacitating organizations on theme related
goals which will be later fed into reporting
mechanisms and audits. With two major
national level consultations – Annual General
Meeting and National Consultations and
outreach programs VANI reaches out to the
organizations so as to push for an enabling
environment for civil society action by
articulating them through relevant channels
of communication. Therefore VANI identified
four thematic issues for research through
widespread consultations at the national and
international level. VANI also initiated and
organized international conference on India-
Africa Partnership: A Civil Society Perspective.

Negotiating Space for the Voluntary
Sector

The year 2015-16 was a significant year for
the voluntary sector and the MHA’s FCRA
department with the direction issued and
amended in December 2015. FCRA became
digitized and online for all purposes. The civil
society’s concern on various aspects like
demands of providing web addresses of
social media of the chief and key
functionaries and digital signatures were
rolled back after the petitions were submitted
by VANI and its role in preparing petitions
and media releases from time to time to
address the procedural bottlenecks and
reason with the government. 

VANI also plays a key role in advocating for
an overall enabling environment for the
voluntary sector in India which includes
income tax reforms, reviewing FCRA and
registration laws.

Strengthening the Sector 

Outreach and Capacity Building
Workshops

In continuation of its efforts towards
strengthening small and medium sized



voluntary organizations, VANI held a series of
intensive workshops and meetings in 2015.
The state, regional and national workshops
were designed to discuss and share the
various dimensions of CSR funding, FCRA,
Income Tax, issues of accountability,
transparency and good governance. As a
national outreach, a series of FCRA clinics in
collaboration with its partners were held
across India with the objective of
deconstructing and simplifying the FCRA law
for grassroots organizations and ensuring
awareness and clarity about the renewal
process.  VANI also identified four thematic
issues namely Financial Inclusion, Sustainable
Development, Inclusive Growth and
Corruption and Governance that are intrinsic
to the development agenda in the country
and relevant to the ongoing discussions on
development at the international stage.

Ensuring Compliances

Since its inception, VANI has been promoting
good internal governance in voluntary
organizations. In the past few years, VANI has
brought to the fore a structured voice from the
sector and systematizing internal governance
mechanisms. VANI has taken measures to
ensure that due diligence practices are
observed. VANI introduced internal reporting
by collecting Annual and Audit reports, copy of
FC returns and Income Tax Returns of the
current financial year. With the documents
provided by the organization, VANI will have a
record to show how genuine organizations are
following accountability standards.

With the collection of such a databank VANI
attempts to create a record of reliability of
organizations that are diligently following
governance practices.

Information Dissemination 

VANI has been instrumental in capacitating
organizations. A series of consultations and
workshop through state, regional and national
level meetings, VANI is the ideal platform to
get first-hand information on the issues that
the voluntary sector is grappling with. 

As a part of outreach program VANI was

instrumental in providing information through
16 FCRA renewal clinics, helpline, answering
queries through phone calls, emails and e-
vani newsletter on a regular basis. It held
capacity building workshops for numerous
partners and other networks apart from
extending handholding support to member
and non-member organizations of VANI.

Membership and Regional Hub

Membership

Voluntary organizations extend their support
to and solidarity with VANI by taking
membership so that the sector can take a
collective stand. As the voluntary sector is
poised to move ahead, it is essential to
engage with the others to articulate and
strengthen the voluntary organisations.

VANI has a total membership of 471, of
which 362 voluntary organizations are direct
members, 39 are individual members and 70
are associate members. In addition, VANI has
an outreach to more than 10,000
organizations in all states of the country by
regularly sharing information with them. The
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Educational Events: 
In collaboration with local partners

• State Meetings – Kerala and
Chhattisgarh  

• Regional Meetings – South, North East
& East  

• Regional Hubs at North-East, East &
South 

• State Visits 



members of VANI are invited to various
educational and capacity building workshops,
consultations and round table meetings
organized by VANI at regular intervals. 

Therefore VANI gainfully utilizes these events
and consultations to gather inputs,
observations and recommendations from all
parts of the sector.

Regional hub

VANI identified three critical regions where
there was a need to provide intensive support
to local organizations. They are East,
Northeast and South. The role of regional
hub is to collect information about changes in
the enabling environment in the region,
identify the need for support to local
organizations. Through the hubs cases
related to harassments of VOs will be
documented and the data will be regularly
provided to the core team at VANI office. The
second role of the person acting as hub is to
disseminate information among local
organizations. The hub will also motivate
local groups to form local networks and help

organizing educational events at local levels.

It had also come up during our various state
and national consultation to set up
monitoring unit and data collection center
which would be used to prepare case studies
to build up our case to the ministry of home
affairs, FCRA department and Ministry of
Corporate Affairs (CSR initiatives).

Connecting with Stakeholders

With the Government 

The relationship between voluntary
organizations and the government is diverse
and complex. The voluntary organizations in
India have been experiencing a number of
challenges, difficulties and constraints in their
operating space. These constraints are either
in the form of emergence of new legislations
and regulatory regimes or arbitrary
implementation of existing laws. The
shrinking of financial resources has also
affected its functioning. Therefore such
restrictions have curtailed the scope to
innovate, for which the sector is known for.
However there was a breakthrough and the
amendment in the FCRA rules that MHA
notified in December 2015. There has been
major changes in the law and procedure
pertaining to the Foreign Contribution
(Regulation) Rules 2011 (FCRR). The FCRA
management and compliance have become
online with increased reporting requirements. 

The FCRA amendment is a welcome step in
bringing an online regime for Indian
organizations, ensuring transparency and
accountability. Another milestone was the
streamlining of the CSR initiatives in India as
seen by the launch of SAMAAN an online
platform to help companies find agencies for
carrying out social welfare activities, has
become operational on stock exchange BSE
with more than 600 projects.

With the Media  

The media plays an important role in
highlighting the issues of the voluntary sector.
In the past one year media coverage has
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shown an exponential rise due to varied
issues. However VANI engaged on numerous
occurrences and clarified the doubts and the
erroneous hypothesis drawn by the media. 

With the Private Sector 

VANI has been engaging with the business

houses and through their institutions like

FICCI, ASSOCHAM, CII and others to have a

long term vision and reflect upon how to

bridge the gap. VANI has initiated project

namely, “Creating Sustainable Communities

through Potential Business Collaborations”,

to provide hand-holding support to

grassroots organizations for strengthening

their internal governance and forge cross-

sector partnership between the voluntary

organizations and corporate groups. This

project is being implemented in five states –

Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Odisha,

Jharkhand and Uttar Pradesh. VANI is also

maintaining a databank for business

collectives for seeking potential organizations

for CSR collaboration.

Exchange Platforms

Since its inception, VANI through its research
and advocacy endeavours to address
concerns related to the sector along with
regular lobbying with the government.
Through its communication channel of
electronic, print, online social media its
outreach is wide.

E-VANI

e-vani is a bi-monthly newsletter which
provides updates on VANI’s activities and
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• VANI's Budget 2016-17 recommendations covered in LiveMint

• VANI quoted in LiveMint on FCRA Amendment

• VANI quoted in Livemint on Registration Laws for NGOs

• VANI quoted in DNA

• VANI quoted by Livemint on Registration Laws

• VANI quoted on FCRA draft amendment in EconomicTimes

• VANI treasurer Mr. Shivakumar quoted in Times of India

• VANI quoted in Firstpost.com

• VANI quoted in EconomicTimes on new FCRA amendment

• BusinessWorld quotes VANI Chariman Jayant Kumar and CEO Harsh Jaitli on
FCRA

• VANI quoted in LiveMInt on bridging the NGO government divide

• International Conference in India gets cancelled,VANI was to be co-host with
International Civil Society Center

• Bridging the NGO-Government divide. Mr Harsh Jailti, CEO, VANI quoted in
LiveMInt

• Harsh Jaiti, CEO, VANI quoted on DevEx.com

• Harsh Jaitli comments on FCRA in LiveMInt

• Mr Harsh Jaitli, CEO, VANI quoted on FCRA in Business Standard

VANI’s Networks & Partners in
International Platforms

Networks: •ADN •Asian Development
Alliance (ADA) •CIVICUS/AGNA (Affinity
Group of National Associations) •CPDE
•Forum Asia •IICP • International Forum
of National Platforms   

Partners:•CONCORD •ICNL •IISC 



programmes. It comprises of latest
information, updates on VANI’s ongoing and
forthcoming programmes and activities,
articles of relevance to render assistance to
organizations. It is a bi-lingual newsletter for
the voluntary sector and useful resources to
strengthen the capacity of voluntary
organizations. 

E-vani: April – May 2015
(http://www.vaniindia.org/download/june-
july2015.pdf)

E-vani: June-July 2015
(http://www.vaniindia.org/downloads/aug-
sept15-eng.pdf)

E-vani: August-September 2015
(http://www.vaniindia.org/download/evanide
c15.pdf)

E-vani: October-December 2015 E-vani
newsletter: January –March 2016
(http://www.vaniindia.org/download/spcl-
evani-eng-march2016.pdf)

Research Publications

VANI brings out useful voluntary sector
related research publications, which is

shared with VANI members and its networks.
The publications are undertaken by VANI
team and are based on primary and
secondary data. In the financial year 2015-
16 the research studies undertaken were as
follows:

• India’s development cooperation -(four
countries study - Nepal, Bhutan, Cambodia
and Indonesia)

• Model Policy on Registration

• Income Tax Act for the Voluntary Sector 

• Study on status of Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) in the north east region

• Study on Review of Foreign Contribution
Regulation Act, 2010 

• Research study on women’s leadership in
VO’s - trends and challenges 's

• Self-Certification, Ethical Guidelines,
Global Charters

Website and Social Media 

VANI manages its own website i.e.
www.vaniindia.org through which it
disseminates valuable information about its
outreach programmes, research and
advocacy activities. VANI utilizes this
technology to the maximum and shares
information concerning on-going as well as
future programmes, including meetings and
consultations, membership list and process of
taking VANI membership, research studies,
publications, petitions sent to the ministries,
and information on policies and significant
developments affecting the sector. The
information from the websites can be
downloaded free. VANI also has an active
Facebook and Twitter account that regularly
provides updates on events and happenings
pertinent to the sector. 

Global Solidarity 

India has historically played an important
role as a development partner to other
developing and least developed countries.
Over the past decade, India’s development
assistance has gained a lot of prominence as
it continues to expand significantly in both
reach and volume, owing to India’s
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spectacular economic rise and renewed
geopolitical importance. Traditional forms of
technical cooperation and training are being
increasingly supplemented by grant
assistance, technical consultancy, disaster
relief, humanitarian aid, educational
scholarships, lines of credit, and capacity
building programmes across Asia, Latin
America, Eastern Europe and Africa. In this
scenario, VANI has attempted to inform and
capacitate Indian voluntary organisations on
India’s global footprints and thus, facilitate
their engagement with the larger
development paradigm. A defining aspect is
of the renewed India-Africa bilateral
development cooperation, which has been
expanding both in volume and scope;
facilitated by India’s unprecedented
economic growth and Africa’s promising
resurgence.  In response, VANI organised an
International Meeting to formulate a Civil
Society Response to the Summit on
December 07-08, 2015 in New Delhi. The
seminar was organized in collaboration with
Research and Information System for
Developing Countries (RIS) and Forum for
Indian Development Cooperation (FIDC) and
brought together civil society representatives
of India and Africa from various
nongovernmental organizations, universities
and think tanks.

Regional Hub in South Asia: CIVICUS plans
to form a regional hub in South Asia, which
will provide support to civil society
organizations in the region. Participant
organizations have a stake in formation of
this group and are being regularly consulted
through skype calls. VANI is part of the core
group which is leading the planning process.

Annual General Meeting-10th
September, 2015 at New Delhi

VANI organized its 27th annual general body
meeting on September 10, 2015 at Vishwa
Yuvak Kendra, New Delhi. The event was
attended by 80 members where two new
working committee members were inducted,
presentation of VANI’s audit report was
provided with an overview of the financial
years’ programs and expenditures followed
by the general election by the quorum. Dr.

Jayant Kumar, had completed his term as
chairperson and the name of Mr. Mathew
Cherian was proposed, and with consensus
of all members, he was elected as the
Chairperson of VANI.

National Consultation 2015 –
Exploring Innovations to Promote
Sustainability on September 9-10,
2015, New Delhi

National Consultation 2015 helped the
voluntary organizations especially the small
and grassroot organizations share their
concerns over the most challenging issues
and assisted them in strategizing for the
future. The main focus of the discussion was
on positive and innovative aspects of the
voluntary sector. 

Eminent speakers brought forth different
facets of the issue. The need for innovations
is vital and therefore the agenda of the
consultation was designed specifically
focusing on contributions, space, value
addition and requirements of the sector.
There are various challenges which stifle the
working of civil society organizations. Few
voluntary organizations face the challenge of
shrinking democratic space. Efforts need to
be made to counter such forces and to create
space for these organizations. Civil society is
one of the pillars of democracy and one
should sustain movements at the grassroots
level to strengthen the processes and
structures of the voluntary sector. Each of the
organizations has its own needs and
requirements and the biggest challenge for
VOs is to bring in innovation and
sustainability for its processes. Both formal
and informal structures for different types of
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organizations need to be kept in mind while
identifying innovations. It is important to be
susceptible to differences, at the same time
one needs to find a synergy between these
differences to strengthen the processes and
structures. Moreover, these efforts towards
innovation cannot be value neutral or
apolitical, if we aim to achieve social
transformation. 

The efforts of voluntary sector cannot be
restricted to techno-managerial approach;
since transformative development, which is
the purpose of this sector, has to address
concerns of groups like tribals, dalits and
women, and issues like human rights within
its ambit. If technological revolution,
including Facebook and Twitter are merged
with a human dimension, then there is
immense potential for mobilization for
strategic use and capacity building. This can
be a sustainable innovation in the voluntary
sector. Sustainability cannot be viewed purely
from an economic paradigm, and should
include social and political dimension. It
should lead to empowerment and not remain
limited at the level of economic wellbeing.

Another challenge discussed for the voluntary
sector was about accountability. VOs face
multiple restrictions in garnering funding.
Very few sources are available which provide
an opportunity to VOs for innovative and
flexible work. Lastly, VOs should build their
credibility and trust deficit. We need to make
innovative use of media, amongst other
measures to build upon trust for the
voluntary sector and maintain its diversity. 

Strategic Meeting of VANI staff

From 26-28 October, 2015, VANI organized a
full three-day strategic planning meeting for its
staff in Sariska, Rajasthan which was conducted
to analyze the organization’s strength and
weakness and bring out a future strategy. VANI
also organized cultural event to reinvigorate
the staff on its various capacities through
numerous activities such that each and every
staff is capable of contributing new ideas to
enable task completion, as thinking out of the
box is crucial at times to complete the task and
learning from mistakes.
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Advocacy/Dialogue

Date Issues Venue

30 June, 2015

23 July, 2015

28 December, 2015

9 February, 2015

Meeting on proposed amendments to FCRR
2011

Call for Meeting on Regulatory Reforms for the
Voluntary Sector

CSO meet on Response to Foreign 
Contribution (Regulation) Amendment Rules,
2015

Round table meeting on “Regulation of
Voluntary Sector: Analysis of Current
Governing Laws”

VANI, New Delhi

ISI, New Delhi

VANI, New Delhi

IIC, New Delhi

International conference

Date Issues Place

7-8 December 2015 India-Africa Partnership: A Civil Society
Perspective. 

New Delhi
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Meeting with Government Department

Date Issues Place

30 May, 2015 Meeting with Dr. Jitender Singh the minister in
PMO to discuss strengthening the
communication between MHA and NGOs.

New Delhi

Dehradun

Lucknow

Kolkata

Guwahati

Hyderabad

Ahmedabad

Ranchi

9 Regional Meeting

Nagaland

Chhattisgarh

Kerala

Jharkhand

Assam

6 State Visits/Meetings

Udaipur

Patna

Raipur

8 FCRA Clinics

State Visits/Meetings, Regional Meetings and FCRA Clinics

1

2

1

2

1

1 1 1 1

1

1 1
12

1

1

1

1

1

1

Bangalore
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Self Generated Grant Related Expenses

Consultancy Fees 60,768.00 Project funded by Chiristian Aid           2,76,837.00 15,97,130.00

Membership  Fees 5,19,992.14 2,93,003.00 Project funded by Coordination SUD    --- 3,31,648.00

Publication, designing & Layout Charges 49,600.00 2,30,880.00 Project funded by ICCO                      14,19.547.00 55,20,702.00

Contribution from Publication 450.00 ---- Project funded by EED                           --- 50,67,482.00

Reimbursement received 3,03,436.00 71,255.00 Project funded by Action Aid               2,50,000.00        7,00.000.00

Sale of Publications --- 5,920.00 Project funded by HBF                       33,49,433.00 21,24,848.00

Sale of Scrap 1,600.00 12,698.00 Project funded by ADA                         1,08,127.00          58,950.00    

Interest 4,27,206.26          5,65,474.05 Project funded by CIVICUS                      1,254.00 8,32,259.50

Profit on Exchange of Foreign Currency (4,399.21)            (10,768.65) Project funded by

Bread for the World                            70,21,375.00

Participant Liability Written Back ---- 15,281.00 Project funded by CASA                      6,10,000.00

Donation 14,035.50 18,005.00 Project funded by                              

Contribution from FA 3,000.00 55,200.00 International Civil Society                  10,51,486.92

APRN Honorarium --- 89,367.00 Project funded by PFI                           1,50,000.00

Honororium for Workshop --- 31,425.00

Contribution from Stationery --- 47,964.00 

Contribution                                                 4,73,020.00

Grant Foreign Source Administrative Expenses

Action Aid 2,50,000.00 7,00,000.00 Administrative & other 

Coordination Sud --- 3,31,648.00 Programme Expenses                      31,94,838.08          11,76,725.96

EED ---                       50,50,466.00 Depreciation On Fixed Assets           1,71,043.77 1,80,978.32

ICCO                                                   6,23,291.00        37,48,147.00 (Less Transferred to Fixed Assets)

CIVICUS                                                            1,254.00          8,32,260.00 Less: Transferred to Assets Fund       1,24,306.05 1,43,349.72

Christian Aid                                            2,76,837.00        15,97,130.00 Total depreciation                                 46,737.72 37,628.60

ICCO-Project Capacity Building                   3,36,145.00        17,72,555.00

Heinrich Boell Stiftung EV 33,49,433.00      21,24,848.00

Korea NGO Council of Overseas 

Development Corporation 1,08,127.00           58,950.00

International Civil Society Centre                10,51,486.92

Bread for the World                                      62,61,657.00

Bread for the World-Building 7,59,718.00

Church’s Auxilliary for Social Action 6,10,000.00

ICCO-FCRA Clinics 4,60,111.00

PFI-FCRA Guidance             1,50,000.00 

Excess of Income over Expenditure       (14,53,635.11)       2,55,101.34

Abridged Income and Expenditure Account for the year ended 31st March 2016

Total Self Generated                                 17,87,940.69           14,86,471.40 1,42,38,059.92    1,62,33,019.50                           

Fig  in (Rs.)  

INCOME 2015-16 2014-15 EXPENDITURE                                    2015-16 2014-15

Total Grant                                             1,42,38,059.92    1,62,16,004.00 Total Administrative Expenses & 

Other Programme Expenses           32,41,575.80        12,14,354.56

Grand Total                                            1,60,26,000.61    1,77,02,475.40 Grand Total                                    1,74,79,635.72     1,74,47,374.06               
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Programme and Activities 2015-16

Sources of Funds for the Financial Year 2015-16

Supporters of VANI in the Year 2015-16

Action Aid

Coordination Sud

ICCO Cooperation

CIVICUS

Christian Aid

Heinrich Boell Stiftung EV

Korea Civil Society Forum on International  

Development Co-operation

International Civil Society Centre

Bread for the World

Church Auxilary for Social Action

Population Foundation of India
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Working Committee Members (as on March 31, 2016)

Chairperson
Mr. Mathew Cherian, Chief Executive, Helpage India, New, Delhi

Treasurer
Mr. Ashok Singh, Director, Sahbhagi Shikshan Kendra, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh

Chief Executive Officer
Mr. Harsh Jaitli, Voluntary Action Network India, New Delhi

Working Committee Members
Mr. Amitabh Behar, Executive Director, National Foundation for India, New Delhi
Mr. Amrit Kr. Goldsmith, Executive Secretary, ARLDF, Assam
Ms. Priyanka Singh, Chief Executive, Seva Mandir, Rajasthan
Late Dr. Martha Farrell, Director, PRIA, New Delhi
Ms. Meenakshi Batra, Chief Executive, Charities Aid Foundation, New Delhi
Mr. Datta Patil, Executive Director, Yuva Rural Association, Maharashtra
Mr. Mahendra Singh Kunwar, Secretary, Himalayan Action Research Center, Uttarakhand
Mr. Manoj Kumar Verma, Director, Integrated Development Foundation, Bihar
Mr. Raju Kumar Narzary, Executive Director, NERSWN, Assam
Mr. G. D. Shahmir, Parton-in-Chief-J&K State Welfare Institute, Jammu and Kashmir
Mr. Vijay Parmar, Chief Executive Officer, Janvikas, Gujarat
Dr. G. Arumugam, Chennai, Tamil Nadu
Dr. K. Panchaksharam, Secretary & CEO, SIPA-Federation of South India Producer 
Associations, Chennai, Tamil Nadu
Mr. Murlidhar Chandram, President, Srijan Kendra, Chhattisgarh

VANI Secretariat Staff (as on March 31, 2016)

Mr. Harsh Jaitli Chief Executive Officer
Dr. Jyotsna M. Singh Programme Manager
Ms. Ratna Manjari Programme Manager
Ms. Sandhya Chaturvedi Accounts Manager
Ms. Nishu Kaul Senior Programme officer 
Mr. Arjun Phillips Communications Executive 
Ms. Divita Shandilya Documentation & Research Officer
Ms. Tarushika Yadav Research & Advocacy Associate
Ms. Shivani Vaishnava Programme Officer
Ms. Kavita Rakheja Secretary to CEO & HR In-charge 
Mr. Rajkumar Sharma Admin. Assistant/Graphic Designer
Mr. Ravi R. Rawat Accounts Assistant 
Mr. Syed Abdul Rafey Receptionist-cum-Secretarial Support 
Mr. Ramlal Mehra Messenger/Office Assistant
Mr. Dheeraj Tiwari Support Staff
Mr. Kuldeep Chaudhary Support Staff

Voluntary Action Network India (VANI)

BB-5, Ist Floor, Greater Kailash Enclave-II, New Delhi - 110 048

Phone: 011-29228127, 29223644

Email: info@vaniindia.org  Website: http://www.vaniindia.org
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